The Governor of Goa Dr. (Smt) Mridula Sinha flagged off ‘Good Governance Yatra’ at Raj Bhavan Donapaula yesterday. The yatra was organized by Vision India Foundation.

Dr. Sinha while interacting with the delegates of Yatra expressed her happiness to interact with young delegates who are anxious to know about the governance and models of the Government functioning in the country. The anxiety of young delegates to network with the best-performing policy-makers and leading policy thinkers across the country will help them to learn from right vision for the nation.

Dr. Sinha also said that good governance should aim all round development of every citizen. In good governance ruler should eye at a person at the grass root level and work to provide him facilities for better living.

The Director of Vision India Foundation Shri Kumar Shubham While speaking said that Good Governance Yatra is an immersive travel program and provides an experiential learning platform for aspiring change makers. It helps give first-hand exposure to good governance models, an opportunity to interact with the visionaries behind the project and learn about the intricacies of policy in action, among a host of other things.

Shri Shubham speaking further said that during nine day expedition to explore good governance models across multiple states of India. Experience the model governance projects across various domains. Travel with a diverse cohort and experience a fulfilling journey across India. To interact with last-mile governance leaders and role-models in public policy is also their intention.

Thereafter the members of the delegation comprised from fifteen states of the country. will DGP Goa, and also visited the garbage treatment plant at Saligao.
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